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Abstract 
In multiagent systems, interaction protocols are 
usually enforced by law. Enforcement is prob-
lematic among computational agents, because 
they may operate under incomplete or different 
laws, the laws may not be uniformly enforced, 
and the agents can vanish easily. This paper 
presents an enforcement free method for car
rying out exchanges so that both agents are 
motivated to abide to their contract. This is 
achieved by splitting the exchanged goods into 
partial exchanges so that at each step, both 
agents benefit more from the future of the ex
change than from vanishing with the goods or 
payment. The conditions for such exchange 
are presented in general, and the maximum 
deliveries and payments—for any point in the 
exchange—are solved for. Similar analysis is 
carried out for the case, where the agents' 
current actions affect their future contracts. 
Strategic delaying is also discussed. The pa
per presents a fast algorithm that will find a 
sequence of independent partial deliveries in a 
way that enables unenforced exchange if such a 
sequence exists. This problem cannot be solved 
in polynomial time if the partial deliveries are 
interdependent. Finally, the paper shows that 
the unenforced exchange scheme hinders unfair 
renegotiation.1 

1 Introduct ion 
In cooperative distributed problem solving [Durfee et al, 
1989], the system designer imposes an interaction pro
tocol and a strategy (a mapping from state history to 
actions; a way to use the protocol) for each agent. In 
multiagent systems [Sandholm and Lesser, 1995c; 1995a; 
1995b; Rosenschein and Zlotkin, 1994: Durfee et al., 
1993; Kraus et a/., 1992; Wellman, 1992], the agents are 
provided with an interaction protocol, but each agent 
may choose its own strategy. This allows the agents to 
be constructed by separate designers and/or represent 
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different real world parties. Agents in such systems of
ten act based on self-interest, and the protocols have 
to be constructed accordingly. An example interaction 
protocol is the auction, where some agents bid to take 
responsibility for a task, which is awarded to the Jpwest 
price bidder. The bids are binding: if an agent makes 
a bid and the task is awarded to it, it must take re
sponsibility for the task at that price. Among real world 
agents, this protocol is enforced by law. 

Such enforced protocols are problematic when used 
among computational agents. First, there may be a lack 
of laws for interactions of computational agents, or the 
agents may be governed by different laws—e.g. sited 
in different countries. It may also be the case that the 
laws are not strictly enforced or that enforcing them (e.g. 
by litigation) is impractically expensive. We would like 
the agents' interactions to work properly independent of 
fluctuations in enforcement. Secondly, a computational 
agent may vanish at any point in time, e.g. by killing 
its own process. Thus, the laws cannot be enforced un
less the terminated agent represented some real world 
party and the connection between the agent and the real 
world party can be traced. For example, the Telescript 
technology [General Magic, Inc., 1994] follows the ap
proach of strictly trying to tie each agent to its real world 
party. On the contrary, we analyze exchanges among 
more autonomous agents and study possibilities of ex
change without enforcement (e.g. with unknown real 
world parties or no litigation possibility). In cases where 
this type of exchange is possible, it is clearly preferable to 
the strictly enforced mode of exchange due to savings in 
enforcement costs and lack of enforcement uncertainty. 

The fulfillment of a mutual contract can be viewed as 
one agent delivering and the other agent paying. We pro
pose a method for carrying out such an exchange without 
enforcement. The exchange is managed so that for both 
agents—supplier and demander—at any point in the ex
change, the future gains from carrying out the rest of 
the exchange (cooperating according to the contract) are 
larger than the gains from defecting. Defection is equiv
alent to prematurely terminating the exchange by van
ishing. For example, defection may be beneficial to a 
demander agent if the supplier agent has delivered much 
more than what the demander has yet paid for. By intel
ligently splitting the exchange into smaller portions, the 
agents can avoid situations where at least one of them 
is motivated to defect. We will call a sequence of de
liveries and payments safe if neither agent is motivated 
to defect at any point in the exchange. The basic idea 
of enhancing cooperation by making the present less im-
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portant compared to the future has been suggested for 
example in [Axelrod, 1984], 

We propose an exchange strategy manager module to 
be added to each agent's architecture. This module 
is potentially different for each agent. Its role is to 
schedule the agent's deliveries (or payments) in such 
a way that the opponent is not motivated to defect 
at any point in the exchange. This is in the agent's 
self-interest. The exchange strategy manager also pro
vides the agent's negotiator module with information on 
whether a certain proposed contract can be carried out 
safely. Unless protocol enforcement is guaranteed, the 
negotiator should only agree to contracts that can be ex
ecuted so that the opponent is not motivated to defect at 
any point of the exchange. Automated negotiation has 
been mostly studied with respect to ex ante rational
ity: what contracts seem desirable to the agents before 
they are carried out [Sandholm and Lesser, 1995b; 1995c; 
1995a; Sandholm, 1993; Rosenschein and Zlotkin, 1994; 
Kraus et a/., 1992; Wellman, 1992; Durfee et a/., 1993]. 
We suggest that contracts should also fulfill the condi
tion of ex post rationality: abiding to the contract should 
be desirable to the agents at each step of the carrying out 
of the contract. Ex post conditions were studied in mul-
tiagent planning without payments in [Brainov, 1994]. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 handles 
one exchange in isolation. Conditions for safe exchange 
are derived and an inherent restriction concerning the 
completion of the exchange is identified. Section 3 takes 
the agents' future transactions into account in describing 
safe exchange in order to solve the completion problem. 
The role of time in an exchange is discussed in Section 4. 
Section 5 analyses the case, where the delivering order of 
independent goods can be varied. A quadratic sequenc
ing algorithm is presented that finds a safe sequence if 
one exists. Section 5.1 studies sequencing of interdepen
dent goods. Section 6 describes the advantages of safe 
exchange with respect to unfair renegotiation, and Sec
tion 7 concludes. 

2 Exchanging goods and payments 
Our model analyzes exchanging goods—information, 
computation services, or other types—for payments. 
The exchange proceeds on two axis: the portion of 
goods of the contract delivered by exchange step n is 
called xn € [0,1], and the cumulative payment so far is 
Pn G [0,pcontr]. pcontr is the total payment specified in 
the contract. The agents can make simultaneous moves 
and they observe the other agent's moves so far. They 
value the goods x according to nondecreasing functions 
that are in equivalent units of payment p. The supplier's 
value function v,(x) describes how much cost the sup
plier incurs by generating and delivering x. The deman-
der's value function vd(x) describes what the goods x are 
worth to the demander. Trivially, vs (0) = vd(0) = 0. 

At any point in an exchange, an agent has the options 
of defecting or cooperating. Defecting gives no added 
gains that have not already been received (when already 
accounting for the opponent's move on the current step 
of the exchange) and no added costs, so its net benefit 
is 0. Therefore a net benefit maximizing supplier agent 

Figure 1: Left: example of safe exchange with continuous 
goods. Middle: safe exchange of discrete goods possible. 
Right: safe exchange of discrete goods not possible. 

If the agents do not know each other's value functions, 
they can use bounds they know. The supplier is safe 
using an upper bound for pmin(x), i.e. a lower bound 
for vd(l) and an upper bound for vd(x). The deman
der is safe using a lower bound for pmax(x). Although 
the agents are safe using these bounds, even possible ex
changes are disabled if the bounds are too far off. 

The next sections present an equilibrium study of 
when safe exchange can actually occur. The analysis 
is slightly different for discrete and continuous goods. 

2.1 Discrete goods 
Discrete goods are goods that are inherently split into 
atomic chunks. Such chunks cannot be further split, 
and we assume in this section that the delivery order of 
the chunks is fixed. For example in the TRACONET 
(TRAnsportation COoperation NET) multiagent sys
tem [Sandholm, 1993], agents representing dispatch cen
ters negotiated over who's vehicles should transport 

2 If equality holds, the agent is indifferent between cooper
ating and defecting. Throughout this paper we assume that 
indifferent agents will cooperate. Note also that throughout 
the paper we analyze only remaining payoffs, not total pay
offs, because the already incurred payoffs are constant with 
respect to the remaining game. 
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3 Ex tens ion 1: N o n - i s o l a t e d exchange 
Often an agent interacts with other agents more than 
once. One interaction may affect the agent's future in
teractions. For example, if an agent defects in the cur
rent exchange, its counterpart may not want to take on 
future contracts with that agent. Moreover, the coun
terpart can notify other agents that the agent defected. 
Thus, the agent's interactions with third parties may also 
be hindered by defecting in the current exchange. The 
hindering future impact of a defection can be thought of 
as an extra cost. This future cost may motivate agents 
to cooperate in the current exchange even if it would be 
rational to defect in it when considered in isolation. The 
methods for calculating defection impacts on the future 
are beyond the scope of this paper. We assume that both 
agents know their own and their opponent's defection 
costs. We denote the supplier's defection cost by cdef 

and the demander's by cd . The defection costs can be 
incorporated into the model by redefining prnax(x) and 
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With continuous goods it can be carried out arbitrarily 
close to completion even if this is not the case. Con
sidering defection's adverse effect on future negotiations 
often enables completing the exchange. 

Under the presented conditions on their discount func
tions, agents are motivated to carry out isolated ex
changes immediately. Time discounts reduce the via
bility of taking advantage of non-isolated exchange. In 
such cases, immediate moves can be forced by deadlines 
or lateness penalties. 

Some domains allow goods to be delivered in differ
ent orders. The presented quadratic algorithm finds a 
safe ordering for independent goods if one exists. The 
problem cannot be solved in polynomial time for inter
dependent goods. Finally, we showed that safe exchange 
helps prevent unfair renegotiation. 

In this paper we looked at totally safe exchanges, 
where each agent knew its opponent's value function, 
discount functions, and defection penalty (i.e. cost of 
making reputation worse). We explained how agents 
could use bounds for these if they are not exactly known. 
If the bounds were too far off, even possible exchanges 
were disabled. Often it is the case that agents can es
timate a distribution for each of these, although strict 
bounds are not available or they are too far off. Using 
these distributions the agents can take a calculated risk 
of making moves that are unsafe with a certain proba
bility. This approach of using distributions is also useful 
to the agent in trying to model the possibility of changes 
in the opponent's value function, discount functions or 
defection penalty that happen during the exchange due 
to the opponent interacting in its environment (getting 
other offers, contracts etc.). 

Another approach is to try to bound ones losses by 
making the partial exchanges small enough so that even 
if the opponent defects, the loss will be within a bound. 
In both the probabilistic risk method and the loss bound
ing method there is a tradeoff between making the ex
change safer by using small partial exchanges and mini
mizing partitioning costs (e.g. physical per part delivery 
costs) by using large ones. Finally, either a probabilis
tic approach or a loss bounding approach can be used to 
address the risk of the opponent accidentally defecting— 
e.g. loosing contact due to a technical fault. 
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